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Whoever thought money can't buy joy just didn't know where to go shopping in Delhi. Any trip is
imperfect without a bit of retail therapy and a tour to Delhi is definitely your time to treat in pleasure-
seeking materialism. From the flea markets to lavish malls, the capital city is indeed every shoppers
delight. If you find irresistible to shop until you drop, then the national capital is undeniably your
heaven. You are able to buy more or less everything here, from antique wares to pieces of
ornaments to cushion covers, slippers, jewelry, vintage coins and more. You just name it and they
have it, all at disposable prices! However the shopping charisma isnâ€™t just limited to the shopping
markets in Delhi. The capital city is the center for high-end buyers who swear by intercontinental
brands and trendy goodies also. The capital is home to a number of the plushest malls in the
country where you can grab anything and everything- right from your stylish trousseau to
fashionable gadgets to traditional handiworks and more, all under one roof.

The idea of shopping has changed entirely with the surfacing of these malls.

Shopping is no longer restricted to a mere buying activity - it has turned out to be synonymous with
splurging time and funds. People merely go about roaming through the mall, so as to peep through
the window of the shop and often wind up buying something they like. The customers want a
mixture of ease and suitability which the malls cater to, and as a result this system of shopping has
turn out to be so admired all over the world, and particularly in India. The inclusion of conveniences
like restaurants, cinema complexes and car parks magnetize more and more crowds to malls that
are judged as family hangout zones.

There are diverse Malls offering  fashion brands in Delhi. Select City Walk is an exciting, chic,
exclusive shopping & leisure environment in the heart of South Delhi, Saket. It has a number of the
most exciting Indian & International brands under one roof; it amalgamates lavish and High Street
shopping, with destination cafes, bistros, restaurants and bars. The mall is separated into three
broad zones: Staple Traditional (family), Celebration (centre-stage) and High Voltage (youth).
Spread over six acres in the heart of posh south Delhi, Saket, Select CITYWALK is a major tourist
attraction for both intercontinental and domestic travelers. Last but not the least, Select City Walk
also offer  styling services in New Delhi
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